after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after Ionian, sing in Lydian and Mixolydian modes

after Harmonic minor, sing in Dorian, Aeolian, Phrygian and Locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after ionian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes
after iōnian, sing in lydian and mixolydian modes

after harmonic minor, sing in dorian, aeolian, phrygian and locrian modes